Brotherhood
Self-Study Guide
Match each Ceremonial Figure with his title:
1) _____ Allowat Sakima 2) ______Kichkinet 3) _______Meteu
A) Guard B) Chief C) Guide D) Medicine Man

4) _____ Nutiket

Match each Ceremonial Figure with what he symbolizes:
5) _____ Allowat Sakima 6) ______Kichkinet 7) _______Meteu 8) _____ Nutiket
A) Brotherhood B) Service C) Cheerfulness D) Helpfulness & Friendliness
Match each Ceremonial Figure with what he did in the Pre-Ordeal Ceremony:
9) _____ Nutiket 10) ______Kichkinet 11) _______ Allowat Sakima 12) _____ Meteu
A) Gave the Bowstring B) Gave the Bow C) Strung the Bow D) Shot the arrow upward
Match each token in the Pre-Ordeal with what it represents:
13) _____the Bow
14) _____ the Bowstring
15) _____Arrow drawn from quiver
16) _____Arrow shot upward
A) Pathway you will follow
B) the Ties of Brotherhood
C) Cheerfulness
D) Elected for something higher
Match the tests of the Ordeal with what they illustrate:
17) _____The night alone
18) _____Your pledge of silence
19) _____ The scant food
20) _____ The day of work
A) Willingness to give service
B) Courage and Self-Reliance
C) Need for you to spend time in thought D) Self-Denial
21) _____ Ordeal membership is:
A) Full membership into the Order of the Arrow B) No Correct Answer
C) A time of trial during which you strive to understand and fulfill your obligation

D) A & C

22) _____ You are ready to accept Brotherhood membership when:
A) The spirit of Cheerful Service becomes almost second hand to you B) No Correct Answer
C) You begin to see the Arrow as a result of your dedication to the obligation D) A & C
23) _____Which of the following is NOT one of the three symbolic preparations for the
Obligation:
A) Upon Allowat Sakima’s direction, Kichkinet asked you to advance before the fire of cheerfulness
B) Kichkinet bound you all together with a rope to symbolize a bond of brotherhood
C) On the way to the circle, you talked to the person in front of and behind you to show your
willingness to be part of a team
D) Before you entered the circle, you placed your hand on the shoulder of the person in front of
you to indicate your intention to continue in service to your own Scout unit

24) _____To maintain membership in the Order of the Arrow each Arrowman must:
A) Retain One’s registration in Scouting as a paid member of your unit’s charter
B) No Correct Answer
C) Retain One’s registration in Unami Lodge, by paying annual dues by the deadline each year
D) A & C
25) _____Which of the following is part of the legend of the Lenni Lenape Indians?
A) Chief Chingachgook’s call for volunteers to go and alert other villages of impending danger
was met with apathy and indifference
B) Uncas cheerfully offered his help despite the negative attitudes of everyone around him
C) Uncas showed that he cared enough for others that he was willing to face hardship and danger to protect them from harm
D) All of the Above
26) _____Before becoming a Brotherhood member, each Arrowman must:
A) Evaluate their past service to Scouting and to the Lodge since their Ordeal induction
B) Make a special effort to serve their Scout Unit and to learn more about the Order of the
Arrow
C) Commit to even more service to Scouting through the Order of the Arrow
D) All of the Above
27) _____The Admonition means:
A) To be a good leader
C) To love one another

B) To set a good example
D) To perform cheerful service

SPECIAL NOTE: The Admonition is always whispered in the ear (Never Written). It is written hear only so that you can see and learn the correct pronunciation. Please never write it
again or say it out loud.
28) _____What is the correct pronunciation of the Admonition – Ahoalton?
A) A ‘ ho’ al’ ton B) Ah’ ho’ al’ ton C) A’ hoal’ ton D) Aho’ alt’ ton

Lodge History
What year was the Order of the Arrow founded? ______________________________________
What day was the first Ordeal Ceremony held? _____/_____/19____
Who were the two founders of the Order of the Arrow? ________________________________
At what summer camp was the Order of the Arrow founded? ____________________________
What year did our lodge form? ____________________________________________________
What does the word “Lowwapaneu” mean?__________________________________________
Translate: Wimachtendienk, Wingolausik, Witahemui __________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
Who is the current Lodge Chief? __________________________________________________

